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18 June
Asian stocks fell, with the regional benchmark index retreating from a 
one-month high, as Spain’s borrowing costs climbed to a euro-area 
record and optimism faded that Greece’s election will calm the debt 
crisis.

Asian stocks and oil fell as borrowing costs in Spain climbed to a euro-
era record, fueling concern the debt crisis is deepening. The Australian 
dollar halted a three-day advance.

Japanese stocks fell from a one- month high after borrowing costs in 
Spain surged to a euro-era record and Greece’s election failed to 
assure investors that European officials will contain the region’s debt 
crisis.

Group of 20 leaders focused their response to Europe’s financial 
crisis on stabilizing the region’s banks, raising pressure on German 
Chancellor Angela Merkel to expand rescue measures as contagion 
engulfed Spain.

19 June
Indonesia will strengthen banking supervision to ensure that lenders 
stay insulated from fallout from Europe’s crisis, the incoming head of 
the country’s new financial regulator said.

Japanese stocks rose, with the Topix Index reaching a month high, 
as the country’s imports and exports exceeded estimates, signaling 
stronger demand, and as investors speculated central banks globally 
may do more to boost economic growth.

Asian stocks rose to a one-month high and the won strengthened for a 
sixth day after data showed Japanese imports soared last month and 
before the Federal Reserve announces whether it will take new steps 
to boost the economy. The euro and oil declined.

Oil traded near the highest close in two days as rising imports by 
Japan and speculation the Federal Reserve will add stimulus to the 
U.S. economy countered concern that Europe’s debt crisis will derail 
the global recovery.

20 June
Commodities dropped to the lowest since 2010, the euro weakened 
for the first time in three days and Asian stocks fell as China’s 
manufacturing may shrink for an eighth month and the Federal 
Reserve cut growth estimates.

Japan stocks rose a second day on speculation the yen’s advance 
will be halted after the U.S. Federal Reserve refrained from adding 
stimulus. Shares also advanced after lawmakers approved two 
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economists seen to support loose monetary policy to sit on the Bank 
of Japan’s board.

The euro fell as Spain prepared to auction bonds today amid signs 
Europe’s debt crisis is blunting economic growth in the region.

Natural gas rose in New York after falling yesterday on forecasts that 
showed the weather will cool following this week’s heat wave in the 
eastern U.S.

21 June
Asian stocks fell, with the regional benchmark index headed for a 
one-week low, as raw-material suppliers dropped after commodities 
entered a bear market and reports on U.S. home sales and 
manufacturing missed estimates.

The Australian and New Zealand dollars climbed as U.S. reports 
next week may show slowing home sales growth and weakening 
confidence, boosting speculation the Federal Reserve will add to 
measures supporting growth.

The dollar headed for a weekly gain against most of its major peers 
before data today forecast to show German business confidence fell 
this month, adding to signs that global growth is slowing.

Credit Suisse Group AG’s credit rating was cut three levels and 
Morgan Stanley’s was reduced by two as Moody’s Investors Service 
downgraded 15 banks in moves that may shake up competition 
among Wall Street’s biggest firms.

22 June
Treasuries rose, snapping a decline from last week, after billionaire 
investor George Soros warned the euro may dissolve if European 
Union leaders fail to curb the region’s debt crisis at a two-day summit 
starting June 28.

Hong Kong Exchanges & Clearing Ltd.’s pursuit of the London Metal 
Exchange is transforming the Asian bourse into the industry’s worst 
performer.

Oil traded below $80 a barrel in New York for a third day as Tropical 
Storm Debby moved away from oil rigs and natural-gas platforms in 
the Gulf of Mexico.

Anheuser-Busch InBev NV, the world’s biggest brewer, is close to 
buying the remainder of Mexico’s Grupo Modelo SAB for more than 
$12 billion, according to a person with knowledge of the matter.


